Errata: Scott 14:2; Scott 17:50; Scott & Scott 17(2)

Some unfortunate printer's errors were made in my recent papers. In vol. 14, p. 2 the sentence "In patrolling, species, interactions occurred predominantly when resting males investigated moving objects." is wrong and must be deleted. In vol. 17, p. 50 the upside down 1 and 3 after "Wet Mtn. Valley and Salida" should be deleted and a 1 placed in column D, a 3 in column E. The remaining corrections are for vol. 17, no. 2. On p. 73 our address is Estes not Eses St. P. 75, paragraph 2, a comma after timberline, not after hermodur. Paragraph 3, a period after "here". Paragraph 4, delete period after polyxenes. P. 76, line 8, "is", not "in". P. 76, paragraph 3, Rutaceae is correct spelling. P. 77 add Prunus to P. eurymedon hosts. P. 80 Melilotus is correct spelling on line 13. P. 81, paragraph 7, line 3, should read "plants. Several broods; there are...". Delete last two lines on p. 81. P. 82, line 7 and p. 83, line 8, poplar, not popular. P. 82, paragraph 2, lines 4 and 5 should read "and late Aug."). Common; the second brood is less common than the first but is sometimes common in Denver,...". Same paragraph, line 7, parvifolia is correct spelling. P. 84, paragraph 4, insert "all" after "12 loc.:". P. 85, last paragraph, a comma instead of a parenthesis after "Sept. 13", and "period" not "perio." in last line. P. 87, line 1, should read "two or three broods in...". P. 88, paragraph 2, 21 not 2 localities, in first line. P. 91, first two paragraphs should be moved to bottom of page, and the end of the C. oetus paragraph should read "flowers of all colors, frequently composites, apparently preferring blue over yellow ones." and C. meadii should start a paragraph. The last three paragraphs on p. 92, and the first two paragraphs on p. 93, should be deleted. P. 95, paragraph 2 and p. 99, paragraph 3 should read "dos P." not "Dosp." or "dosp.". The last paragraph on p. 99 and the first nine lines on p. 100 should be deleted. P. 102, line 4, should read "early June, late June-late July, Aug. 16-Sept. 13". P. 106, paragraph 3, line 3, insert "present on" before "the San Luis Valley...". P. 107, paragraph 5, line 6, should read "Larvae may feed on Bouteloua". P. 118, paragraph 5, line 7, should read "(6 only northeastward, 3 only southeastward)". Paragraph 6, line 7, add "P. acmon" after shasta. P. 119, paragraph 4, change E. dorothea to C. pertepida. Last paragraph, line 3, rhesus not urhesus. P. 120, paragraph 3, Phyciodes is correct spelling, and insert "& Convolvulus" after Aster. P. 127, paragraph 1, insert "possibly" after milberti. On back cover, the satellite photo refers to J. Scott and G. Scott, not Emmel & Shields. Note: if your copy of vol. 17, no. 2 lacks pp. 99-114, write to Scott Miller of the Santa Barbara Museum for a correct copy (address on inside front cover).

J. & G. Scott, 60 Estes Street, Lakewood, Colorado 80226
https://doi.org/10.5962/p.333774.
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